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Section 1

Investor sentiment



Investors are very satisfied with hedge funds’ 2020 performance DOWNLOAD  
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European investors are most likely to be pleased with their hedge fund portfolio DOWNLOAD  
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Risk management is investors’ number-one objective DOWNLOAD  
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Hedge funds are best placed to deliver risk management according to investors DOWNLOAD  
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Hedge funds exceeded investor performance expectations in 2020 DOWNLOAD  
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Hedge fund investors are still willing to pay 2 and 20 fees DOWNLOAD  
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Section 2

Allocation plans



Private wealth investors have the largest portfolio allocation to hedge funds DOWNLOAD  
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Hedge funds to see the biggest net rise in allocations in 2021 among all asset classes DOWNLOAD  
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Private wealth investors are most likely to increase their hedge fund allocation DOWNLOAD  
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Quant/equity market neutral is the most attractive hedge fund strategy to investors DOWNLOAD  
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Most allocators are optimistic about hedge fund returns in 2021 DOWNLOAD  
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More than a third of investors will decrease their long-only fixed income allocation DOWNLOAD  
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Institutions plan comparatively little change to their portfolios DOWNLOAD  
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Section 3

Winning new business



Private wealth investors are managers’ top investor targets in H1 2021 DOWNLOAD  
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Cold calling proved an unsuccessful strategy in H2 2020 DOWNLOAD  
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Managers targeting twice as many new meetings as investors DOWNLOAD  
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Institutions look set to be highly selective in 2021 DOWNLOAD  
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Hedge fund manager optimism over business travel rose prematurely at year end DOWNLOAD  
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Investment consultants have been advocating consolidation of hedge fund portfolios DOWNLOAD  
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Insights is the research and analysis service from Pageant Media, sitting 
within the company’s hedge fund intelligence network, HFM. The division 
produces research reports and analytical articles on a variety of topics in 

the global hedge fund industry, including business operations and investor 
relations. Leveraging Pageant’s wealth of data and news sources, and 

with access to the HFM network’s vast membership, Insights is uniquely 
positioned, offering exclusive surveys and expert commentary. 
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ABOUT AIMA

The Alternative Investment Management Association (AIMA) is the global 
representative of the alternative investment industry, with around 2,000 

corporate members in over 60 countries. AIMA’s fund manager members 
collectively manage more than $2 trillion in hedge fund and private credit 
assets. AIMA draws upon the expertise and diversity of its membership 
to provide leadership in industry initiatives such as advocacy, policy and 
regulatory engagement, educational programmes and sound practice 

guides. AIMA works to raise public awareness of the value of the industry.
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Global Head of Research and Communications
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